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Abstract
Haas Automation, Inc. is one of the largest CNC machine tool builders in the
world. They produce an assortment of machines that come in many different sizes,
however, all machines have in common the central tool that allows them to perform
their surfacing and bore functions, the spindle. As with the machines themselves,
the spindles can also range in size depending on the type of machine they are going
into. These spindles are assembled step by step and as components are added to
them, several models become so heavy that it is not feasible to have operators lift
them by hand; alternative methods must be used to transport them. Because of
potential injuries and part damage risk, Haas has decided that it is not prudent to
subject their workers to moving their 40‐Taper spindles by hand, which weigh
approximately fifty pounds. In working with Haas Automation to develop a solution
to this problem, several potential solutions were considered, including a Hydraulic
Crane System, Air Pressure driven lifts as well as a simple pedal and gear driven lift.
A cost‐benefit analysis and general feasibility of each system shows which works
best for Haas and its operators, followed by the design, build and testing of the
winning solution.
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Introduction
Company Background
Haas Automation, Inc. was founded in 1983 by Gene Haas and has since
grown to become the largest CNC machine tool builder in the Western World. They
produce a full line of vertical and horizontal CNC machining centers, CNC lathes,
rotary tables and 5C indexers. Haas automation’s machines are built to exacting
specifications to deliver higher accuracy, repeatability and durability than other
machining tools on the market.
Haas Automation has always tried to produce top‐quality products at
affordable prices. Their machines are highly standardized to offer many
interchangeable parts which make repairs generally quick and easy. Haas
Automation strives to deliver more standard features, high‐tech innovations and
rock solid engineering than other CNC manufacturers while maintaining lower
prices.

Beneficial Coursework
The coursework involved in earning a degree in Industrial Engineering is
essential to adequately and cost effectively solving this material handling issue.

IME 144 – Introduction to Design and Manufacturing.
Introduction to Design and Manufacturing develops a basic knowledge of 3‐D
modeling, however, more importantly we learned how to operate many of
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the different machining tools such as lathes and mills; this may become very
useful in my project should we need to tool any parts.

IME 319  Human Factors
This class teaches the importance of the human element when it comes to
engineering. It has helped us to identify areas where people will have
difficulty performing their assigned tasks and given us the ability to
understand how to develop tools to assist operators in completing those
difficult tasks.

IME 335  ComputerAided Manufacturing
This class leads students in design of individual parts and assembly into
complete tools/machines using Solidworks. We also learned how to convert
these designs into Mastercam files which we can then edit and design a basic
program to run on a CNC (Computer Numerical Control) mill to produce a
physical model of the part. This will be very useful in designing and creating
many tools for this project.

IME 341  Tool Engineering
This course goes in depth on how to engineer fixtures and tools for different
types of manufacturing processes; how to interpret engineering design
specifications; select the material; analyze cost, quality, productivity and
safety in the tool design; and gave me understanding of the importance of
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tooling in manufacturing competitiveness. The "Tool Engineering" course is a
key asset in our ability to complete this project.

IME 429  Ergonomics Lab
This course provides an understanding of how to develop and perform
experiments when they involve people so that we may obtain accurate
results from them.

IME 430  Quality Engineering
Quality Engineering teaches how to determine quality based on the need of
the customer in mass production as well as smaller projects which will help
us determine what defines quality for my project.

IME 470 – Advanced ComputerAided Manufacturing
Advanced Computer‐Aided Manufacturing expanded on the first course (IME
335) and focused more on actually setting up and learning to work the Haas
VF‐2 mills.

ME 211  Engineering Statics
This course develops the basis for analyzing the forces in engineering
structures in equilibrium such as forces, moments, couples and resultants.
The skills learned from this course provide the ability to analyze the different
tools and fixtures that will need to be manufactured for this project in order
to ensure their safety and stability.
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Literary Review
When creating a tool, it is important to understand all aspects of the tool in
question. This project centers on creating a transporter with a hydraulic or
pneumatic lift system that can transport a spindle with a weight of approximately
fifty pounds. Therefore it is necessary to research and understand ergonomics,
hydraulic systems, pneumatic systems, and processes by which to make the tool as
well as what defines quality in the eyes of the customer in order to ultimately satisfy
them with the end product.

Ergonomics
Workplace ergonomics can have a large effect on productivity in a
manufacturing environment. Guidelines are provided for evaluating existing jobs
and developing new ergonomic working environments (Karwowski, 1998). It is very
important to take ergonomics into consideration when people will be charged with
lifting and/or moving heavy objects. In the transportation of the Haas forty taper
spindles, there is approximately a 130 Newton force as well as a seventy Newton
moment exerted at the shoulder (See Appendix A); although these forces are applied
at the shoulder, they transitively effect the rest of the body as well, especially the
lower back. Low‐back pain is the most costly and prevalent work related injury,
accounting for nearly one‐third of all workers' compensation payments.
Furthermore, approximately sixty percent of these lower back injuries are caused by
an overexertion due to lifting. It is estimated that between fifty and seventy percent
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of the general population experience back pain due to work‐related and other
factors.
In the case of manual material handling there are often bending and twisting
motions which put a great deal of stress on the torso and likewise being a major
cause of lower back injury. In our case, reaching is also an issue; holding any weight
far away from the body is malpractice, however, as the weight increases, the risk of
injury increases exponentially.
Due to the high risk of injury when it comes to lifting, the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) developed an equation to determine a
recommended weight limit given a list of criteria. This weight limit equation was set
in place to guarantee that ninety‐nine percent of male workers and seventy‐five
percent of female workers would be capable of performing that specific lifting task.
Based on the criteria of biomechanics, psychophysics and work physiology NIOSH
developed the following lift equation to determine the recommended weight limit:
RWL = LC x HM x VM x DM x AM x FM x CM
RWL is the recommended weight limit that is computed from the criteria given by
the rest of the equation explained by the tables in Appendix B (Lee, 2004). For our
situation, the recommended weight limit is approximately five kilograms (See
Appendix B4); this means that currently workers are exposing themselves to a
situation that is nearly five times the limit as recommended by NIOSH from their
lifting equation.
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Requirements and Criteria
When making fixture for a part, it is important to know the different
requirements of a fixture. The most important features of a fixture are the ability to
locate the part, hold it securely and support it to the extent that it will not break
down. The most important characteristic is rigidity.
After meeting those requirements, it must also meet a few functional
requirements. The material that the fixture is made of must not fail under stresses. It
must not interfere with the tool path; in spindle transport this does not completely
apply, however, it still must be able to avoid the CNC Machine while placing the
spindle. It must allow for part removal and cleaning; no cleaning is necessary
however must be easily removable. It must not damage or distort the part due to
contact.
Once all of the requirements of the fixture are met, the different options are
ranked based on a set of criteria: cost, quality, productivity and safety (Nee, 2003).
All of these criteria are pretty straight forward except for quality. Quality is an
interesting criteria because, while the other criteria are either black or white, safe or
hazardous, expensive or cheap, quality is in the eye of the beholder, therefore we
have to look at this from what Haas views as quality because they are our end
customer (Montgomery, 2009).

Design for X
Design for “X” is a conceptual guideline for the design process. These
guidelines are structured to generate innovative ideas for Design elements such as
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DFM (Design for Manufacturability), DFA (Design for Assembly), functionality, form,
process and product sustainability. (Huang, 1996).

With an understanding of the concepts and basic guidelines found in the
above literary research, it is possible to adequately analyze the problem at hand and
develop the parts and tooling needed for a solution.
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Technical Design Considerations
Current Process
After the spindles complete their assembly processes and accumulate mass
from all of the parts that have been added on, they are moved manually by an
operator to a cart where they are stored horizontally at a height of forty inches
above the shop floor. From this cart, they are moved to the run‐in machines where
they are stored vertically at forty‐six inches. After being run in, they are moved back
to the cart and brought to the vibration tester where they are stored vertically at
thirty inches. After this, they are then placed back on the cart and moved to a rack
where they are stored vertically at forty‐six inches above the shop floor until they
are ready to be installed into a CNC machine. Once ready, they are then carried over
and placed vertically on the working table of the CNC machine, fifty inches above the
shop floor.

Problems to Address
With the current process, there are many areas that could cause personal
injury as well as damage to the spindle itself. Every step in which the operator has to
manually carry the spindle could potentially end in a lower‐back strain or a broken
foot (should the 50lb spindle drop on the operator). This risk is further increased
when the operator must shift the spindle from a horizontal position to a vertical
position or vice versa. Often times the operator is forced to bend over while
performing this action and lift (from horizontal to vertical) or lower (from vertical
to horizontal) the spindle to the appropriate position. This action is supported
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entirely by the operator’s lower back, the physical strain on which is extremely
dangerous.
Another main area of concern is the transfer from the storage racks to the
CNC machine where they are to be installed. This is a somewhat far distance for an
operator to carry a fragile and awkward 50lb load; 200 feet on average and with
multiple obstacles to negotiate. While placing the Spindle, the operator must extend
the load away from their body to reach over the gap between the end of the CNC
working table and the spindle mounting fixture. This reach can be up three feet from
the operator’s chest depending on the particular model CNC center being
assembled. This action places a tremendous strain on the lower back of the operator
and could easily lead to a hernia or a multitude of other serious issues.
Because of the above physical demands, Haas reports an average cost of
$40,000 annually for a combined Insurance, Lost‐Time and training expenditures
relating directly to this process.
The high‐precision nature of the spindle makes it a relatively fragile
assembly. When a spindle is dropped on the concrete floor of the shop (2 a year on
average) the part must be re‐inspected and reworked/scrapped as required. This
process requires a minimum of complete disassembly for a proper inspection. Haas
reports an average cost of $1100 of parts and labor to rework a Spindle. Scrapping a
spindle outright is significantly more expensive, but is rarely necessary.
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Project Scope
With the aforementioned problems in mind, this project will be in
cooperation with Sheldon Khougaz from Haas Automation and Lizabeth Schlemer of
the Industrial Engineering department of California Polytechnic, San Luis Obispo, to
develop methods of making Haas Automation’s current transportation methods
more ergonomic. This will be achieve by creating a storage device that will minimize
the need to change storage method back and forth from vertical to horizontal as well
as developing and producing a mobile tool with an adjustable height to allow the
spindle to be placed in all the necessary devices with ease for the operator.

Cart Attachment
The current cart attachment allows for 6 spindles to be stored horizontally at
a time. These spindles are stored at a height of approximately thirty‐two inches and
at fifty pounds each, it can become strenuous to continually move them from place
to place.

Figure C1: Current Spindle Cart arrangement
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A system that stores the spindles vertically and at a more convenient height
would prove beneficial. Since the spindles are installed into the run‐in machines at
a height of forty‐two inches, it was decided this would be the optimal height so that
the spindles can easily be slid onto the run‐in machine and from the machine back
onto the cart as well as making for a more ergonomic lift when removing the spindle
from the cart. Also, many of the other fixtures may be adjusted to this height of
forty‐two inches to further integrate the full potential of this attachment.
The attachment would store the spindles on rollers and hold up to ten
spindles at a time; a great improvement from the previous design of six. Obviously,
because the spindles are being stored on rollers, there are issues such as safety and
quality being at stake, however, to address these problems, flaps have been added
on to the top that are attached by hinges so they can be flipped down into place
when the cart is fully loaded to lock the spindles in their respective positions. Each
of the cut out holes should be lined with a plastic material in order to minimize
damage to the spindles as well as maximize the longevity of the spindle transporter.

For a view of the spindle transporter and drawings of individual parts see
Appendix C2–C7.
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Spindle Hoist
To further improve operator ergonomics and reduce the risk of damaged
parts, a hoist is needed to lift and place the spindle in lieu of the operator‘s body
taking the load.

Spindle Hoist Alternatives
Overhead Cranes are common elements of heavy manufacturing. During all
phases of production, materials and equipment are moved and reorganized as
needed. Because of the size, shape and weight of larger fabrications and equipment,
an overhead crane system is frequently the most feasible transportation solution
(Shapiro, 1976). Product design considerations include locations and mounts for
rigging equipment when lifting, manufacturing processes that are tolerant of limited
part placement resolution and reducing the total number of moves necessary due to
the time delay of the rigging process. Crane capacities and maneuverability
limitations must also be considered when designing the manufacturing process
around existing facilities and equipment.
Overhead Cranes also require open space above the shop floor in order to
operate unencumbered. The facilities Haas currently operates in were not
constructed with this feature; compressed air, cooling water and electrical power
are dropped to the shop floor from the ceiling. There is also the issue of reinforcing
the facility’s multiple buildings in order to take the loads that an overhead crane
installation would generate. Typical crane installations are limited to one building
(crane cannot pass through walls, offices etc) so the logistical and additional
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material handling equipment requirements to transfer material between cranes
must also be accounted for.

Spindle Hoist Power Selection
Motive power is needed to raise and lower the spindle. This can come from
many sources: manual input, electric, pneumatic and internal combustion. Because
of the small size and push‐cart nature of the unit, weight is a major concern. For this
reason and the widespread availability of air drops throughout the facility
(including each workstation, storage racks and footpaths in between) that we chose
pneumatic power.
Lifting the spindle with compressed air offered two industry standard
methods: pneumatic ram cylinder and rotary vane shaft motor. Because of the
compressibility of air in a ram cylinder, the load becomes difficult to control; a
loaded pneumatic ram cylinder for this application will change length when the load
is removed, with potentially disastrous results.

For this reason we chose the

predictable and controllable output of a rotary vane shaft motor.
Using a rotary vane shaft motor offers two load lifting methods: driving a
reduction gearbox that runs a chain lift (muck like a forklift) that lifts the load, or
driving a reduction gearbox that operates a leadscrew‐type linear actuator, which
drives the load vertically. Because a chain drive lift has the potential to be back‐
driven by the load (and subsequently dropping the spindle unexpectedly) we chose
the stability of a leadscrew linear actuator which will allow the load to remain in the
desired position in the event of pneumatic power loss or operator inattention.
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Spindle Hoist Frame
A fame is needed to support the load of the spindle and additional
components needed to secure the load for transport. The Spindle Hoist Frame must
meet the following design criteria:
1. Adequately support load, motive power and control systems
2. Provide Operator with ergonomically correct placement of controls
3. Maintain a low Center of Gravity under all possible load conditions to reduce
risk of tipping
4. Ground clearance and wheels large enough to smoothly operate over
obstacles (CDA lines, electrical power conduits, etc) on shop floor
5. Small overall size of wheelbase dimensions to ensure maneuverability
through shop
6. Light finished weight sufficient to allow smallest Operator ease of use,
maneuverability and load placement control.

To meet these requirements, the frame base must be stiff, and strong, while
providing mounting points for caster wheels, power and control components and
handles for the Operator to manipulate the unit. Mounting the wheels as high up in
the chassis as possible without obstructing ground clearance will help reduce the
height of the center of gravity. Large caster wheels will enable the unit to roll over
obstacles on the shop floor. The unit should also be constructed of readily available
material that is easy to machine and weld.
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Spindle Fixture
Having our main design for the spindle hoist, it is necessary to create a
fixture that will properly hold and secure the spindle as it is transported. In order to
design such a fixture, we took into account how it will interact with the rest of the
frame, how the shape and properties of the spindle and applied the seven functional
requirements that all fixtures must meet:
1. Locate
2. Hold
3. Support
4. Material must not fail
5. Must not interfere with the tool path
6. Allows for part removal and cleaning
7. Must not damage or distort part surface due to contact
Taking all of these matters into account we created spindle fixture that is shaped
like a horseshoe (See Appendix E1). While it has a large hole to the left to fit onto the
collar of the lead‐screw that is surround by a six hole pattern tapped to .25‐20 in
order to fasten the fixture to the collar. There are two half‐inch holes on either side
of the large hole that will be used to insert guiderails so that as the lead‐screw spins,
the fixture is forced to move up or down. With respect to the spindle, we milled out
a large pocket that will allow the spindle to easily slide into place and rest, but we
still needed to apply the functional requirements.
The location requirement is easily met, the spindle will easily slide onto the
fixture and find its nook along the back. We had nothing to hold the spindle in place
while being transported, so we decided to add T‐clamp attached to a leash which we
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then span across the spindle and secure it in place. To support the spindle, all that is
necessary is to have the two arms of the fixture. Since the fixture will be undergoing
considerably inconsequential forces, a thick 6061 Aluminum plate is strong enough.
Since this is not a fixture for machining, requirement five is not immensely
applicable, but it is necessary still for the spindle to be easily accessible from the
bottom as it will ultimately be placed onto a Haas machine. With this fixture the
bottom of the Haas spindle will hang approximately one inch below the fixture's
base which satisfies this requirement. The spindle can easily be removed from the
fixture by opening the T‐clamp. Lastly, in order to ensure that the fixture would not
damage or distort the part surface we decided to add a strip of Teflon to the top of
the spindle fixture as a padding that would slightly overhang from the fixture so that
the spindle will not bump the Aluminum and become scratched (See Appendix E2).
In order to attach the Teflon spindle guard we decided to use seven countersunk
screws along its centerline.
With our fixture designed, we then had to fabricate it. Using Pro‐
Manufacturer, we set up a series of drilling and profiling operations for the fixture
and the spindle guard. For the fixture we were able to create one program to create
all of our desired features (See Appendix E3), however, for the spindle guard we had
to make two separate programs. In our first operation we drilled out all of the
placement holes for our countersunk screws (See Appendix E4). After drilling those
wholes, we attached the Teflon sheet to the fixture and then ran our second
program which made a profile around our spindle guard, separating it from the rest
of the Teflon sheet (See Appendix E5).
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Figure D1: Conceptual model as approved by Haas

Appendices D1 through D3 contains photos of our assembled conceptual design.

Because the unit resembles a small scale version of existing equipment known as
“Big Joe,” we chose to call this dub the Mobile Spindle Hoist “Little Joe.”
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Design Methodology
With the technical aspects of the spindle hoist in place, the next steps were
to make/buy the individual parts, assemble and test the system.

Motive Power and Control
Haas provided us with a defective (beyond specification for their high‐
precision CNC drive systems, but more than adequate for this installation)
leadscrew from a CNC mill installation, 1.25” major diameter, 48” long and with 5
threads per inch. This standard Haas screw more than met our needs for strength,
overall lift height capabilities and lift height per revolution of the screw (threads per
inch).
Other components of the Power and Control system are sourced from
McMaster‐Carr:
The Pneumatic Rotary Vane Shaft motor (rated output: 60 in‐
lbs@300rpm) and reduction system was chosen based on the rated load
(200lbs for a 4x safety factor), the threads per inch of the leadscrew (5tpi),
and available chain drive reduction components. The motor was selected
based on a 2:1 chain reduction.
The Control system relies on a 3‐position variable pneumatic valve.
This valve provides the Operator with powered up, down, and neutral along
with motor speed control. Pneumatic fittings and lines are based on industry
standard plumbing connection practices and are compatible with Haas’s
facility CDA system.
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See Appendix G for BOM and Appendix H10 through H14 for detail photos of
the Motive Power and Control systems.

Spindle Hoist Frame
The frame is .120” wall mild steel square tube construction throughout,
backed by .25” mild steel plate gussets as required. The base is composed of 2”x2”
tube to ensure absolute rigidity and load carrying capacity while providing a large
area to mount all other components. Upper frame members are 1.5”x1.5” to reduce
overall weight while maintaining the desired overall load carrying capacity.
One inch diameter .120” wall mild steel round tube handles are
mounted so that the Operator can push the unit much like a grocery cart. These will
be covered with readily available motorcycle grips to provide increased comfort and
tactile control for the Operator.
Frame members are recessed ground at all joints and arc welded with 1/8”
6013 rod. Single passes were sufficient to complete all joints to ¼” fillets or better
at 90amps, which is the recommended fillet size when working with .120” wall
material.
Caster wheels (McMaster‐Carr) are under‐slung in the chassis which allows
for large 5” diameter wheels and 3” ground clearance while reducing overall height
and center of gravity.
The 3‐position pneumatic control valve lever is mounted in proximity to the
right‐hand grip so that the Operator can manipulate it without removing their hand
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from the grip. This allows the Operator to keep both hands on the grips and
maintain control of the unit while operating the power up/down lift function.
Frame Design drawings can be found in Appendices D4 and D5. Frame
Fabrication pictures are in Appendix H1 through H5.

Spindle Fixture (Saddle)
Although we assumed that our Aluminum block would not fail, we wanted to
be sure before we manufactured it. In order to ensure that it would not fail we used
a computer program known as Algor to analyze how our block of Aluminum would
react to the forces that it would experience. In order to get the most accurate results
we rolled back some of the insignificant features and then imported our fixture from
Pro‐Engineer to Algor.
Once in Algor, we applied 200 pound forces upward where the fixture would
contact the lead‐screw collar as well as 200 pound forces downward distributed at
the end of each of the arms (See Appendix G1). After applying these forces on the
fixture, we performed an analysis on Algor which gave us the following results (See
Appendices G2‐4):
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Max Displacement = .01045 In
Max Von Mises Stress = 2087.92 PSI
Max Von Mises Strain = .00028 In/In
Given that 6061 Aluminum has a tensile strength of around 45000 PSI, the
stress on the Aluminum is minimal and the fixture will not plastically deform and
the displacement of .01 inches will not greatly effect the performance of our tool.
Furthermore, these results were attained given 200 pound forces whereas in our
tool's application, we
only

expect

undergo

it

to

forces

of

approximately

fifty

pounds.

Appendix H6 through
H9

show

assembled unit.

Figures H6 through H9: Completed “Little Joe”

the
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Physical Testing
Testing took place on Tuesday, 6/1/2010. Procedure as follows:
1. Static Load Test (Passed)
a. The completed unit will be loaded to the maximum specified
capacity of 200lbs centralized on the Saddle.
2. Dynamic Load Test (Passed)
a. The unit w/load with then be wheeled over obstacles expected to
be found on the shop floor, i.e. power cords, pneumatic lines, other
debris.
3. Motive Power and Control test (Passed)
a. The unit will be loaded to the expected operating load of 50lbs
b. Verify power up/down action is linear and controllable.
c. Load to maximum specified 200lbs, verify power up/down is
linear and controllable
d. With 200lb load
i. raise Saddle to maximum height
ii. return pneumatic control valve to the neutral position
iii. verify load remains at height and does not back down
4. If unit passes all of the above tests, unit can be delivered to customer, else
rework/redesign as necessary.
Through “Little Joe” passed the above tests, power output was not
satisfactorily reliable. The rotary‐vane pneumatic motor did appear to power the
output shaft (both under load and freewheeling) anywhere near the rated shaft
speed rpm or torque.
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Troubleshooting revealed that the motor, rated at 20cfm@90psi, was starved
for air delivery and exhaust: the orifices of the ¼” hose barb‐1/4” NPT fittings
measured at .125 ID—a very serious restriction to air flow both to and from the
motor, especially considering that while supply pressure is intended to be high
~90psi, exhaust port pressure need be as close to atmospheric as possible for
efficient motor operation.
The largest line ID found compatible with the smallest ports in the motor‐
control system (1/8” NPT on the Rotary‐vane motor itself) was 3/8”. Reworking the
entire system with 3/8” fittings and hose enabled the motor to operate as
advertised. 150 and 200lb loads did not noticeably slow the powered lift operation,
or speed the lowering operation from the motor freewheel test speed.

Conclusion
It is expected that one “Little Joe” plus an Operator will be able to move and
install an equivalent number of 40‐taper Spindles per shift as two manual
Operators. With the annual revenues of $42,000 lost to rework and injury involving
CNC‐Spindle assembly, 3 units (at $1500 each for $4500 total investment) will allow
Haas’ Operators to maintain and potentially boost their current volume of output
and significantly reduce the risk associated with this process. Return on investment
is $4500 / $42,000 = .107 years, or 5.5 weeks.
Haas will take delivery of “Little Joe” on 6/13/10. With the completed unit
proving to be very rugged, agile, compact and more than capable of moving and
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lifting a 40‐Taper Spindle, we are confident that “Little Joe” will be a welcomed
addition to Haas’ material handling equipment fleet.

Figure H10: Detail photo of Motive Power System
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Appendix A: Physical Load on Technician

Figure A1: Physical Load Calculation on Operator’s Arm
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Appendix B1: Ergonomic Load Calculations

Note: There is a typo in the table referring to tables from chapter 10; the actual
tables are from chapter 11.
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Appendix B2
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Appendix B3
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Appendix B4

This is an implementation of the NIOSH equation given the situation where an
operator is holding a part directly out from their body as in Appendix A or like in
our case when placing the spindle on the CNC machine. Note that we are assuming
there is no twisting or turning of the spine during lifting, therefore the asymmetric
multiplier in this case is one.
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Appendix C1: Spindle Storage Cart Drawings

Figure C1: Current Spindle Cart arrangement
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Appendix D1: “Little Joe” Concept and Frame Design

Figures D1 through D3: Conceptual model as approved by Haas
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Appendix D2
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Appendix D3

Appendix D4
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Appendix D5
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Appendix E1: Saddle Design and Machining Process
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Appendix E2
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Appendix E3
%
O1632 (Saddle Machining)
(E:\senior project\saddle\saddle_machining\saddle_cycle.ncl.1)
(05/07/10‐15:32:49)
N0010T18M06
G40 G80 G54 G90
S960M03
G00X1.665Y‐6.0625
G43Z.5H18
G01Z‐.1F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X1.665
Z‐.2F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X1.665
Z‐.3F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X1.665
Z‐.4F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X1.665
Z‐.5F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X1.665
Z‐.6F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
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G01X1.665
Z‐.7F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X1.665
Z‐.8F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X1.665
Z‐.9F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X1.665
Z‐1.F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X1.665
Z‐1.1F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X1.665
Z‐1.2F2.5
G03X1.665Y‐6.0625I.335J0.F20.
G01X1.29
G03X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
X1.29Y‐6.0625I.71J0.
G01X2.335
Z‐1.3F2.5
G03X2.335Y‐6.0625I‐.335J0.F20.
G01X2.71
G03X2.71Y‐6.0625I‐.71J0.
X2.71Y‐6.0625I‐.71J0.
G01Z.5
N0020T19M06
S2400M03
G00X2.Y‐10.0625
G43Z.5H19
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G83X2.Y‐10.0625Z‐1.45R.5Q.2F15.
Y‐2.0625
G80
N0030T20M06
S6000M03
G00X11.4161Y‐2.4961
G43Z.5H20
G83X11.4161Y‐2.4961Z‐.5R.1Q.2F15.
X8.0625Y‐2.6425
X5.5817Y‐3.6442
G80
G83X3.2774Y‐5.325Z‐1.35R.1Q.2F15.
X2.Y‐4.5875
X.7226Y‐5.325
Y‐6.8
X2.Y‐7.5375
X3.2774Y‐6.8
G80
G83X4.58Y‐6.0625Z‐.5R.1Q.2F15.
X5.5817Y‐8.4808
X8.0625Y‐9.4825
X11.4161Y‐9.6289
G80
G00Z.5
S4800M03
X9.Y‐9.4625
G83X9.Y‐9.4625Z‐1.35R.1Q.2F15.
G80
G00Z.5
N0040T21M06
S2400M03
G00X11.0625Y.25
G43Z.5H21
G01Z‐.04F24.
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.46
G01Z‐.08
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G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.42
G01Z‐.12
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.38
G01Z‐.16
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.34
G01Z‐.2
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
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G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.3
G01Z‐.24
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.26
G01Z‐.28
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.22
G01Z‐.32
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.18
G01Z‐.36
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
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G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.14
G01Z‐.4
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.1
G01Z‐.44
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z.06
G01Z‐.48
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
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Z.02
G01Z‐.52
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.02
G01Z‐.56
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.06
G01Z‐.6
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.1
G01Z‐.64
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
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G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.14
G01Z‐.68
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.18
G01Z‐.72
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.22
G01Z‐.76
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.26
G01Z‐.8
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
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G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.3
G01Z‐.84
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.34
G01Z‐.88
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.38
G01Z‐.92
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
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G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.42
G01Z‐.96
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.46
G01Z‐1.
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.5
G01Z‐1.04
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.54
G01Z‐1.08
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
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G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.58
G01Z‐1.12
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.62
G01Z‐1.16
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.66
G01Z‐1.2
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.7
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G01Z‐1.24
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00Y.25
Z‐.74
G01Z‐1.25
G02X12.3125Y‐1.I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐2.1425
G02X11.0625Y‐3.3925I‐1.25J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.7325I0.J‐2.67
G01X11.0625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.9825I0.J‐1.25
G01Y‐11.0625
G02X11.0625Y‐12.3125I‐1.25J0.
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
G01Z‐.04F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.46
G01Z‐.08F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.42
G01Z‐.12F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.38
G01Z‐.16F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
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G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.34
G01Z‐.2F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.3
G01Z‐.24F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.26
G01Z‐.28F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.22
G01Z‐.32F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.18
G01Z‐.36F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.14
G01Z‐.4F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.1
G01Z‐.44F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.06
G01Z‐.48F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
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G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z.02
G01Z‐.52F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.02
G01Z‐.56F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.06
G01Z‐.6F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.1
G01Z‐.64F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.14
G01Z‐.68F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.18
G01Z‐.72F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.22
G01Z‐.76F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.26
G01Z‐.8F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
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X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.3
G01Z‐.84F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.34
G01Z‐.88F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.38
G01Z‐.92F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.42
G01Z‐.96F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.46
G01Z‐1.F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.5
G01Z‐1.04F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.54
G01Z‐1.08F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.58
G01Z‐1.12F10.
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G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.62
G01Z‐1.16F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.66
G01Z‐1.2F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.7
G01Z‐1.24F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X2.Y‐12.3123
Z‐.74
G01Z‐1.25F10.
G02X1.746Y‐12.2981I‐.006J2.1796F24.
X‐.25Y‐10.0625I.254J2.2356
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
G01Z‐.04
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.46
G01Z‐.08
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.42
G01Z‐.12
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
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G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.38
G01Z‐.16
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.34
G01Z‐.2
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.3
G01Z‐.24
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.26
G01Z‐.28
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.22
G01Z‐.32
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.18
G01Z‐.36
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.14
G01Z‐.4
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
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X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.1
G01Z‐.44
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.06
G01Z‐.48
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z.02
G01Z‐.52
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.02
G01Z‐.56
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.06
G01Z‐.6
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.1
G01Z‐.64
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.14
G01Z‐.68
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G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.18
G01Z‐.72
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.22
G01Z‐.76
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.26
G01Z‐.8
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.3
G01Z‐.84
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.34
G01Z‐.88
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.38
G01Z‐.92
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
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Z‐.42
G01Z‐.96
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.46
G01Z‐1.
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.5
G01Z‐1.04
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.54
G01Z‐1.08
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.58
G01Z‐1.12
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.62
G01Z‐1.16
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.66
G01Z‐1.2
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
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G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.7
G01Z‐1.24
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
G00X‐.2498Y‐2.
Z‐.74
G01Z‐1.25
G02X‐.2356Y‐1.746I2.1796J.006
X1.6491Y.2225I2.2356J‐.254
X2.Y.2498I.3443J‐2.157
G01Z.5
M30
%
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Appendix E4
%
O01632(teflon_hole_sequence)
(E:\senior project\saddle\teflon\Hole Sequence\hole_sequence.ncl.1)
(05/12/10‐17:21:57)
N0010T18M06
G40 G80 G90 G54
S6000M03
G00X11.4161Y‐2.4961
G43Z.5H18
G81X8.0625Y‐2.6425Z‐.26R.5F5.
X5.5817Y‐3.6442
X4.58Y‐6.0625
X5.5817Y‐8.4808
X8.0625Y‐9.4825
G80
G81X9.Y‐9.4625Z‐.26R.5F5.
G80
G81X11.4161Y‐9.6289Z‐.26R.5F5.
G80
M30
%
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Appendix E5
%
O01636(teflon_cutout)
(E:\senior project\saddle\teflon\cutout2.ncl.1)
(05/24/10‐15:34:27)
N0010T18M06
G40 G80 G90 G54
S2400M03
G00X8.0625Y‐10.3325
G43Z.5H18
G01Z‐.05F15.
G02X8.0625Y‐1.7925I0.J4.27
G01X11.9625
G02X12.3125Y‐2.1425I0.J‐.35
G01Y‐2.3425
G02X11.1625Y‐3.4925I‐1.15J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.6325I0.J‐2.57
G01X11.1625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.7825I0.J‐1.15
G01Y‐9.9825
G02X11.9625Y‐10.3325I‐.35J0.
G01X8.0625
Z‐.1
G02X8.0625Y‐1.7925I0.J4.27
G01X11.9625
G02X12.3125Y‐2.1425I0.J‐.35
G01Y‐2.3425
G02X11.1625Y‐3.4925I‐1.15J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.6325I0.J‐2.57
G01X11.1625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.7825I0.J‐1.15
G01Y‐9.9825
G02X11.9625Y‐10.3325I‐.35J0.
G01X8.0625
Z‐.15
G02X8.0625Y‐1.7925I0.J4.27
G01X11.9625
G02X12.3125Y‐2.1425I0.J‐.35
G01Y‐2.3425
G02X11.1625Y‐3.4925I‐1.15J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.6325I0.J‐2.57
G01X11.1625
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G02X12.3125Y‐9.7825I0.J‐1.15
G01Y‐9.9825
G02X11.9625Y‐10.3325I‐.35J0.
G01X8.0625
Z‐.2
G02X8.0625Y‐1.7925I0.J4.27
G01X11.9625
G02X12.3125Y‐2.1425I0.J‐.35
G01Y‐2.3425
G02X11.1625Y‐3.4925I‐1.15J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.6325I0.J‐2.57
G01X11.1625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.7825I0.J‐1.15
G01Y‐9.9825
G02X11.9625Y‐10.3325I‐.35J0.
G01X8.0625
Z‐.25
G02X8.0625Y‐1.7925I0.J4.27
G01X11.9625
G02X12.3125Y‐2.1425I0.J‐.35
G01Y‐2.3425
G02X11.1625Y‐3.4925I‐1.15J0.
G01X8.0625
G03X8.0625Y‐8.6325I0.J‐2.57
G01X11.1625
G02X12.3125Y‐9.7825I0.J‐1.15
G01Y‐9.9825
G02X11.9625Y‐10.3325I‐.35J0.
G01X8.0625
Z.5
M30
%
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Appendix F1 Saddle Stress ALGOR Results
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Appendix F2
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Appendix F3
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Appendix F4
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Appendix G1: Assembled “Little Joe” BOM
Item Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Not Shown
Not Shown
Not Shown
Not Shown
Not Shown
Not Shown
Not Shown
Not Shown

Little Joe Assembly BOM
Description
Material
Frame
.120" Wall Steel Tube
Saddle Guide Rail
.5" OD Steel Bar
Lead Screw Collar
As Suppplied
T-Handle Toggle
As Suppplied
Saddle
6061 Aluminum Billet
Spindle Buffer
ABS Plastic
Lead Screw
As Suppplied
54t Sprocket
As Suppplied
Front Caster Wheel
As Suppplied
Lower LS Bearing
As Suppplied
R-V Motor Mount
.25" Plate Steel
R-V Motor
As Suppplied
Rear Caster Wheel
As Suppplied
24t Sprocket
As Suppplied
#25 Chain
As Suppplied
Pneumatic Control Valve
As Suppplied
Upper LS Bearing
As Suppplied
1/4" ID Pneumatic Line
As Suppplied
Hose Clamps
As Suppplied
5/16-18 Fasteners
Grade 5 Hardware
1/2-13 Fasteners
Grade 5 Hardware
1/4 NPT-1/4" Hose Barb
As Suppplied
1/8 NPT-1/4" Hose Barb
As Suppplied
1/4 NPT-Pneumatic Coupler As Suppplied
Two-Piece 1.25" Shaft Collar As Suppplied

Part Number
93750A305
2737T336
20135T32
5979K79
20135T35
2737T172
6261K282
62365K61
5968K91
5288K114
5076K14
5357K32
6436K21

Vendor
Bone/Ochs
Bone/Ochs
Haas
McMaster
Bone/Ochs
Bone/Ochs
Haas
McMaster
McMaster
Haas
Bone/Ochs
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
Orchard Supply
Orchard Supply
McMaster
Orchard Supply
Orchard Supply
McMaster

Note: Pneumatic line and all Fittings have been
upgraded to 3/8” as of 6/1/2010

Quantity
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2'
1
1
20'
7
As required
As required
5
2
1
2

Appendix G2
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79

Appendix G3

Note: Pneumatic line and all Fittings have been
upgraded to 3/8” as of 6/1/2010
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Appendix G4
Mc Mas ter
line number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

R aw Materials
Quantity
1
2
1
1
1
3
1

or other s upplier w/s ame part s pecs
Why nec es s ary
motor directional/s peed control
s ecure s pindle in s addle
air motor
driven s procket (2:1 reduction)
driving s procket (2:1 reduction)
drive chain
pneumatic fittings
pneumatic line
rear cas ter wheels
front cas ter wheels
pneumatic line clamps
lead s crew upper mount (radial bearing)
lead s crew s haft clamps

Des c ription
4' x 1.25"dia cold rolled s teel bars tock
4' x .5"dia cold rolled s teel bars tock
12"x 12"x 1.25" 6061 aluminum plate
12" x 12" x ~ .25" teflon s heet (s tock)
10' length 2" x 2" x .120" wall s quare s teel tube
10' lengths 1.5" x 1.5" x .120 wall s quare s teel tube
6' x 2" x .25" s teel plate

why nec es s ary
lead s crew bas e material
s addle guides
s addle bas e material
s addls /s pindle buffer s trip
frame bas e
frame uprights
gus s ets , etc
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Appendix H1: “Little Joe” Build & Assembly Pictures

Figure H1: Frame Base
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Appendix H2

Figure H2: Typical Frame Weld
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Appendix H3

Figure H3: Main Frame Complete
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Appendix H4

Figure H4: Lead Screw Mounting
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Appendix H5

Figure H5: Lead Screw Mounting
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Appendix H6

Figures H6 through H9: Completed “Little Joe”
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Appendix H7

88

Appendix H8

89

Appendix H9
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Appendix H10

Figures H10 through H12: Detail photos of Motive Power System
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Appendix H11

92

Appendix H12

93

Appendix H13

Figures H13 and H14: Detail photos of Motive Power Control valve arrangement
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Appendix H14
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Appendix H15

Figure H15: Detail photo of rear caster wheel reinforcement
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Appendix H16

Figure H16: Detail photo of front caster reinforcement
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Appendix I: Presentation to Industrial Advisory
Board 5/20/2010
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100

101

102

